Increasing student engagement in physiology – the use of simple spinal reflex animations
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Summary

1. Simple spinal reflex animations were developed to help overcome a common student misconception that the brain is part of spinal reflex pathways. A low cognitive load approach and best practice principles were used to generate stretch reflex, Golgi tendon reflex and withdrawal reflex animations. Resting membrane potential, graded responses and action potentials were represented by a simple colour code rather than by complex voltage-time graphs.

2. Pre-test post-test evaluation indicated a significant improvement in student understanding of spinal reflexes. Although this improvement cannot be entirely attributed to the animations they were successful in engaging the students with 92% of students surveyed (n=85) agreeing that the animations were a useful aid to their learning.

3. The benefits of the low cognitive approach and advantages and disadvantages of using physiology analogies (including animations) as a student-learning tool are discussed.

Introduction

Physiology is an important (core) component of many health sciences programs and it is critical that students understand the basic concepts. However student engagement with physiology has emerged as a significant problem in recent years. Lack of engagement in turn leads to poor learning outcomes.1 This study is based on the idea that reducing the cognitive load of instructional material will lead to increased student engagement.2

The ineffectiveness of traditional forms of teaching (e.g. lectures, summary diagrams and electrophysiological recordings) can be seen when some students continue to believe that the brain is an essential component of a spinal reflex pathway. Continuing anecdotal indicators from student verbal feedback and examination answers suggest that misconceptions may be deep seated.3 One method that has been suggested as a way of improving student engagement and understanding is the use of physiology analogies. Analogies have been used as a means of reducing cognitive load by providing students with a simpler, more tangible, representation than that offered by “target” concepts. Analogies range from students acting out a concept,4 to those that attempt to closely model the actual physical processes involved.5 Effective analogies may lead to improved engagement and learning,6 and for this reason a set of animations was developed to promote student engagement in and understanding of spinal reflexes.

The widespread use of e-learning has promoted the use of animations and multimedia instruction and there is a common view that animations provide an effective means of learning. However improper use of e-learning tools may lead to less than ideal environments.7 A survey of computer animations in medical education found that some animations increased extraneous cognitive load and reduced germane cognitive load.8 To avoid some of these issues the spinal reflex animations were developed using a low cognitive load approach. This was based on a best practice e-learning strategy that incorporated load reduction,9 simplification of navigation, a primarily visual format, interactivity (active learning) and feedback.10 Student evaluation of the animations was used to assess the level of engagement.

Methods

The student sample

The animations were developed and used by students taking a second year undergraduate physiology course. The neurophysiology component was taught over a three-week period and provided a comprehensive coverage of nervous system function including one lecture on spinal reflexes. These students had received introductory lectures on the nervous system during their first year.

Development of the e-learning module

A trial version of EnactEd (‘Enact Education’) was used to develop the e-learning module. EnactEd was developed at RMIT University to allow academics to create online learning activities. The animations were developed in association with the RMIT Educational Development Unit and were based on Adobe Flash software.

Multiple-choice questions

Each animation was associated with a multiple-choice question related to a particular reflex (the same questions used in the pre and post-tests). The distractors were developed using student feedback and common student misconceptions in written exam answers. For each question the distractors included one that specifically indicated that the brain was a critical component of a spinal reflex pathway e.g. (following stretch of a skeletal muscle) “sensory receptors in the muscle send signals to the brain and the brain sends signals back to the muscle to cause it to contract”.
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Figure 1. Template for stretch and Golgi tendon reflexes. The stretch reflex animation was based on the muscle spindle sensory neuron, the motorneuron and the muscle. The Golgi tendon reflex animation also included the Golgi tendon sensory neuron and the interneuron. Each of the two reflex animations was initiated by clicking on a “stretch muscle” icon. Synaptic potentials were represented by graded colour changes and action potentials were represented as red dots (maximum positive potential) passing along the axons. All potential changes were referenced against a colour-voltage scale bar. Labels could be shown or switched off.

Neurophysiology animations

Validation

Three animations were developed to support understanding of the stretch reflex, the Golgi tendon reflex and the withdrawal reflex. The main purpose of the animations was to demonstrate that spinal reflexes are based on simple neuronal arrangements i.e. that the brain is not part of the reflex loop. To reduce cognitive load a simple arrangement of neurons and muscle cells was used with the first two reflexes sharing the same template. Reduced load was also achieved by limiting movement to voltage changes and muscle contraction. Membrane potential changes were shown as simple graded colour changes rather than as complex voltage-time displays. A colour bar was provided that matched the colour against the potential (Figure 1). Resting membrane potential was coded by a single uniform colour. Synaptic potentials were represented by graded changes in colour. Action potentials were represented by a colour equivalent to the peak potential. The animations ran at slow speed to allow time for the students to observe the potential changes and sequence of events. Labels were provided to assist understanding of the reflex components but in line with the low cognitive approach they could be switched off to reduce potential distraction. Academic peer-review was used to ensure that the animations were suitable for their intended purpose.

Stretch Reflex

The stretch reflex animation template is shown in Figure 1. The reflex pathway consists of a single muscle spindle sensor in the muscle which projects to a single motorneuron. The motorneuron in turn projects back to the body of the muscle. The background blue colour of the neurons indicates resting membrane potential. Activation of the reflex (by clicking on a “stretch muscle icon”) caused muscle stretching and stimulation of the muscle spindle sensor. Action potentials were shown as red dots (maximum positive potential) passing along the sensory axon to the axon terminals. The motorneuron dendrites and cell body
showed an excitatory post-synaptic potential (EPSP - graded green colours) that generated action potentials. These potentials passed to the muscle and produced an EPSP (graded green colours) and generation of action potentials (maximum positive potential - red lines) and muscle contraction.

**Golgi tendon reflex**

The Golgi tendon reflex is a separate animation using the template shown in Figure 1. The reflex pathway consists of a single Golgi tendon organ which projects to a single interneuron. The reflex was initiated in a similar fashion to the stretch reflex but with a larger stretch. In addition to the stretch reflex activation described above the Golgi tendon organ receptor was also activated and action potentials passed to the axon terminals. The interneuron was activated and showed a (colour-coded) postsynaptic potential and action potentials. The interneuron in turn produced an inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP) in the motorneuron (graded dark blue colours). The IPSP and muscle spindle initiated EPSP cancelled each other and no output was produced by the motorneuron (no muscle contraction).

**Withdrawal reflex**

A pin entering the finger initiated reflex activation (Figure 2). Stimulation of a single pain sensor caused action potentials to pass to the sensory axon terminals. These initiated an EPSP (graded green colours) and action potentials in an interneuron. The interneuron in turn activated the motorneuron by generating an EPSP. The EPSP generated action potentials that passed to the muscle and caused muscle contraction and finger withdrawal.

**Delivery and testing protocol**

The students were given access to the animations during the neurophysiology component. Before the module started the students completed three multiple-choice questions (as part of a larger test) related to the animations to gauge the degree of “prior knowledge”. The same three
questions were also competed six weeks later after the end of the neurophysiology component. The same questions were also linked to the online animations. A non-parametric Friedman test was used to establish significant differences between the pre and post-test data. At the end of the semester students were surveyed with respect to their opinion of the animations.

Results

Pre-test

Each of three multiple-choice questions was answered correctly by approximately 50% of the students (stretch reflex – 50%; Golgi tendon reflex – 53%; withdrawal reflex – 50%). The correct answers indicated that sensory signals were sent to and integrated within the spinal cord before the production of a motor output (or blocking of the motor output in the case of the Golgi tendon reflex). For the stretch reflex and the Golgi tendon reflex approximately 20% of the students indicated that the spinal reflex pathway involved the brain, and in the case of the withdrawal reflex 40% of the students considered the brain was part of the reflex pathway.

Amongst the cohort of students 22% answered all questions correctly, 27% answered 2/3 questions correctly, 27% answered 1/3 correctly and 24% failed to answer any questions correctly.

Post-test

The post-test results indicated a significant increase in the percentage of correct answers for all three spinal reflex questions (stretch reflex – 82%; Golgi tendon reflex – 79%; withdrawal reflex – 89%). The post-test results were significantly different from the pre-test results in each case (Non-parametric Friedman test P<0.001, pre-test n=74; post-test n=28). Amongst the post-test cohort of students 61% answered all questions correctly, 28% answered 2/3 correctly and 11% answered 1/3 correctly or failed to get any correct.

Final Survey

A final survey found that 92% of the students agreed that the animations were effective in explaining neurophysiological concepts (n=85). No students were found who disagreed with this statement.

Discussion

The idea of starting with fundamentals and building up to more complex concepts in physiology would be regarded by most as a reasonable strategy. However finding a way to present fundamental concepts in a way that will engage the students is not straightforward. The use of a low cognitive load approach appears to provide a useful starting point. Although the cognitive load of the spinal reflex animations was not measured a best practice approach to reducing load was used where colour changes replaced voltage-time plots and where unnecessary information was removed. In addition some degree of active learning was provided where students were able to select and activate the animation of choice and receive feedback via coupled multiple-choice questions. The results of this study are encouraging with respect to student engagement.

Pre-intervention assessment indicated (in line with anecdotal evidence) that a significant proportion of students considered the brain to mediate spinal reflexes (for all three reflexes). Post-intervention assessment indicated a significant increase of correct answers in these areas from a pre-test average value of about 50% to a post-test average of between 79% and 89%. The fact that the post-test value was not higher might be related to the difficulty in overcoming misconceptions once they have become established. It is possible that these misconceptions result from first year classes where the importance of the brain in sensory processing and motor control is stressed. The improvement appears to be representative of the cohort (rather than being restricted to a particular subgroup) as the number of students answering all three questions correctly rose from a pre-test value of 22% to a post-test value of 61%. As the students also had access to other learning resources between the pre and post-test it is not possible to attribute the improvement in learning to the animations alone. However the animations were certainly effective in engaging the students as 92% of those surveyed agreed that the animations were an effective learning aid.

Very few studies have tested the effectiveness of physiology analogies. For example Breckler and Yu, used a pre-test post-test method to show improved student learning following the use of a blood oxygen carrying analogy. Only two studies have used a control group to ascertain the learning effect of an analogy. In one case the analogy was shown to be effective, and in the other it achieved a similar effect to comparative text-based materials. Although it is important to assess the effectiveness of physiology analogies it is also important to understand that they are likely to be most effective when used in conjunction with other learning resources.

The success of the spinal reflex animations may, in part, be attributed to the combination of active learning with a visual and movement approach. These strategies are a common feature of physiology analogies e.g. the online animated model of glomerular filtration rate. Interactivity is a key component of any online system, and it provides a basis for active learning as it increases learner interest, cognitive processing and curriculum integration. Active learning can be achieved in other analogies, outside of the online environment, by physical manipulation of objects e.g. manipulating springs to illustrate physiology principles, or by acting out physiology concepts. A key component of the spinal reflex animations is the use of a visual approach and our own work and that of many others has indicated that many students have a visual preference for the intake of information. The neurons in the animation are clearly represented and labels can be “switched off” to reduce cognitive load. Colour is another important aspect of the spinal reflex animations and our replacement of voltage-time plots with a colour code serves two important
functions. Firstly it provides a more visual representation of voltage changes and secondly colour itself can provide an important element in student engagement and interest. Colour has been used successfully to separate individual anatomical structures and to avoid confusion in the interpretation of complex anatomical images. In some instances colour codes have been found to improve achievement in complex self-paced visual tasks. Colour has also been used to facilitate neuroscience learning. Milankic used a colour analogy to represent membrane potential with the relative role of the Na\(^+\) and K\(^+\) gradients represented by red or blue liquid. It is interesting that, in line with the present study, the use of more complex analogies was avoided. It was felt that the use of colour would avoid the use of physical and mathematical terms (as seen in the membrane potential spring analogy).

The need for more assessment of analogy learning outcomes stems from criticism that animations may unnecessarily reduce relevant cognitive load associated with deeper meaningful cognitive processes. Students may accept a “naïve” (i.e. highly simplified) version of a threshold concept, without following any further avenues of investigation. For example the withdrawal reflex pathway used in the current study is a simplification of a “real” withdrawal reflex where multiple muscles are used. In line with this the water-tower analogy of the cardiovascular system, has been criticised on the basis that it differs in fundamental respects to the system it is trying to represent. Most analogies (including animations) probably include significant differences to the target concept. However we would argue that once the basic concepts are established the animations can still be useful by getting the students to make a comparison between the animation and the target. In other words they can critique the animations by making a comparison with the target. This analogical reasoning is a useful learning strategy.

This study has shown that it is possible to use a low cognitive load best practice approach to generate engaging physiology animations in an online learning environment. However one cannot assume that physiology analogies will always improve student learning and rigorous testing should be implemented to ensure useful outcomes.
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